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OVERVIEW

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

   
  

from NSE Academy & 
Empirical Academy.

Trading opportunities

 
 

 

You’ll have practical knowledge 
and skills to take advantage of 
opportunities in the market
 
 

Learn from anywhere at 
your comfort

Investors |  Employees of BPOs/IT Companies | Employees of Brokers/Sub-Brokers 
| Financial Service Professionals | Anyone who is interested to learn about
Commodity Futures and Currency futures can also benefit from this course.

Forex and Commodities aims to provide the participants thorough understanding as 
well as practical exposure on both the markets and the association between the two 
markets so that they can make better trading decisions. 

This programme provides the knowledge on the fundamentals of the forex markets 
particularly the exchange traded currency future market, various data analysis 
techniques in commodity markets and its role as a risk management tools. 

Online Training on Forex and Commodities is 
useful for individuals who want to become professional traders in the currency and 
commodity markets.

WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM THIS?

Analyze Forex pairs and 
commodities to capitalize on 
trading opportunities.

industry
To know the usage of 
Commodity Futures and 
Currency futures.

To understand the pricing 
mechanism of Commodity 
Futures and Currency futures. 

Use case for the various Price mechanism concept

Market

Certificate from NSE
Academy

Gain Knowledge in the Self-paced recording
Sessions



  

1.

THE 

Forex and Commodities 

Introduction to Forex and Commodities Derivatives
-  Introduction to Forex and Commodities Derivatives
-  Types of Products 
-  Participants and functions
-  Exchange–traded versus OTC derivatives. 

2.  Application of Futures & Options 
-  Types of instruments (future, options)-Basics and Payoffs
-  Pricing Commodity derivatives and Currency derivatives
-  Hedging, Speculation and Arbitrage 

3.  Commodity
-  Capital requirements & Commodities traded on various platform
-  Instruments available for trading
-  Pricing of commodity futures
-  Trading Clearing, Settlement and Risk Management
-  Use of commodity futures in hedging, speculation and arbitrage

4.  Forex
-  Exchange rate
-  Fixed and floating exchange rate regime
-  Factors affecting Concept of quotes
-  Tick-size Spreads
-  Spot transaction and forward transaction 

5.  Importance aspect for Trading in Forex and Commodities
-  Trading, Clearing, Settlement and Risk Management
-  Rules governing commodity derivatives exchanges.
-  Implications of sales tax.



REFUND POLICY

FEES

Forex and Commodities 

FEES - INR 5900/- (Inclusive of 18% GST)

Counselor: Abhijit Singh  |  Contact Number: +91 98339 60317

https://rzp.io/l/9fj71mF3K

https://rzp.io/l/9fj71mF3K


NSE Knowledge Hub

The key features of NSE Knowledge Hub are:

AI enabled

NSE SMART - TRADING SIMULATOR

Practice Trading

Test your own strategies

Risk -free learning

Easy to use

Technical Charting Tools

Price Feed Simulator

 3-Months Subscription to  NSE SMART - Trading Simulator Complimentary**

3-months subscription to NSE Knowledge Hub complimentary*




